The clinical application of complex molecular classifiers as diagnostic or prognostic tools has been limited by the time and cost needed to apply them to patients. Using an existing 50-gene expression signature known to separate two molecular subtypes of the pediatric cancer rhabdomyosarcoma, we show that an exhaustive iterative search algorithm can distill this complex classifier down to two or three features with equal discrimination. We validated the two-gene signatures using three separate and distinct datasets, including one that uses degraded RNA extracted from formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded material. Finally, to show the generalizability of our algorithm, we applied it to a lung cancer dataset to find minimal gene signatures that can distinguish survival. Our approach can easily be generalized and coupled to existing technical platforms to facilitate the discovery of simplified signatures that are ready for routine clinical use. Cancer Res; 73(18); 1-8. Ó2013 AACR.
Introduction
High-resolution molecular genetic tools and transcriptomewide gene expression profiling have revealed molecular subtypes within seemingly uniform cancers (1) . Nevertheless, few molecular classifiers have been implemented in the clinic. Supervised analytic methods such as decision trees, support vector machines, and Na€ ve Bayes classification, all facilitate the generation of multigene classifiers able to separate two or more clinically significant classes. Until now, such algorithms were needed to compensate for the enormous number of feature combinations and the time needed to test all of them. As a result, the literature is rife with complex, multigene signatures of uncertain clinical value. Faster computers and parallelization now make it possible to rapidly test an enormous number of feature combinations. We hypothesized that a brute-force exhaustive search algorithm could be used to supplant a complex gene classifier determined using traditional supervised methods with a much simpler set of features.
We tested this concept on rhabdomyosarcoma, the most common soft tissue sarcoma in children (2, 3) . Currently, a compilation of clinical and pathology features separates children with rhabdomyosarcoma into low, intermediate, and high-risk groups with cure rates approximating 90%, 65%, and 25%, respectively (4, 5) . This has allowed more "precise," riskadapted therapy to mollify untoward effects of intensive chemotherapy in the favorable group while intensifying treatment for those less likely to be cured. Most children fall into the intermediate-risk group where outcome prediction is difficult. Retrospective studies (6, 7) suggest the feasibility of a molecular prognostic signature for this group, but the clinical use may be limited by time and cost.
Attempting to simplify molecular classifiers for rhabdomyosarcoma, we leveraged the separation of tumors into two major histologic subtypes with "alveolar" (higher risk) and "embryonal" (lower risk) morphologic features (2) . Close to 80% of alveolar tumors contain a chromosomal translocation fusing the 5 0 end of the PAX7 gene (chromosome 1) or PAX3 gene (chromosome 2) to the 3 0 coding sequence of FOXO1 (chromosome 13; ref. 8; and references therein). As the presence or absence of the PAX-FOXO1 fusion correlates more closely with gene expression than does the histologic subtype (7, 9) , we attempted to define the simplest molecular signature to discriminate PAX-FOXO1 fusion-positive from fusion-negative disease as a first step toward developing a useful molecular tool to discern prognosis.
Materials and Methods

Manipulation and analysis of published gene expression signatures
All gene expression analyses were conducted in R/BioConductor using the "affy" and "affyPLM" packages and the Robust Multiarray Average (RMA) normalization algorithm. Principal component analysis (PCA) was conducted using the prcomp function in R (http://bit.ly/O10aUw). Subsequent analyses were conducted using scripts written in Python 2.7. An exhaustive search was conducted by iterating over all possible combinations of 1, 2, and 3 genes from a given subset. Supervised analysis was conducted using linear support vector classification (SVC) using the scikit-learn module for Python (http://bit. ly/rEVRFS; ref. 10) to construct a hyperplane best separating the fusion-negative and fusion-positive genes and to test the resulting classifier model. To determine the most differentially expressed genes, a t test was conducted, and the genes were sorted according to the mean of the distribution. The most positive t test values were associated with the fusion-negative samples. All possible pairs from the 1,000 probes at the top (most fusion negative) and bottom (most fusion positive) of the list were used to make pairs for testing (i.e., 1,000 top vs. 1,000 bottom ¼ 1,000,000 combinations). All software was run on standard personal computer configurations. Performance on standard desktop and laptop hardware was adequate for analysis. The iterative search of 1 million gene dyads from the 2,000 most differentially expressed genes ran in about 6 hours.
Two publicly available rhabdomyosarcoma gene expression datasets were obtained. The first consisted of gene expression data from 101 patients with rhabdomyosarcoma (ref. 9; available for download here: http://bit.ly/ISG5uF). The metagenes corresponding to fusion-positive (F1) and fusion-negative disease (F2) from Williamson and colleagues (9) , each with 25 genes, were chosen for further study, as detailed above. A second set of publicly available data consisted of 139 published alveolar and embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma expression profiles (7; ref. available for download here: http://bit.ly/abfdV8). Gene expression data in these cases were normalized, and PCA was conducted using 50 genes in the Williamson F1/F2 metagenes. In addition, the most discriminatory combinations, as determined for the Williamson data through exhaustive search, were tested on the Davicioni dataset using the linear SVC methods defined above. Finally, we obtained a set of exon array data on 49 rhabdomyosarcoma tumor specimens for which fusion status was known (J.R. Anderson and T.J. Triche, unpublished data). The data were normalized using Affymetrix Power Tools, unsupervised and supervised PCA was conducted, and our classifiers were tested on these data.
To conduct an exhaustive search over all possible pairs from the 54,613 genes in the microarray, we ran our iterative search algorithm in parallel on a high-performance computing cluster consisting of 240 compute cores (twenty 12-core Intel Westmere nodes with 24 Gb RAM). The Swift parallel scripting language (11) was used to distribute the jobs over the compute nodes. Evaluating all 1.5 billion gene pairs took less than 6 hours. To find the most interesting pairs, the resulting list of gene dyads with classification efficiency more than 95% was parsed to remove the pairs containing the most highly differentially expressed genes. The remaining pairs were tested on the Davicioni and exon array datasets (Supplementary Table S4 and Supplementary  Fig. S3 ). When testing gene pairs, the same probe ID was used where possible. If not available, the same gene symbol was used, and the best classification efficiency was used when there were multiple probes. For the exon array data, the gene symbol was used to query the expression levels. Not all genes were available across all samples.
Computational analyses for the nCounter data were carried out using normalized gene expression with the six housekeeping genes removed. The samples, each with 46 features, were subjected to unsupervised analysis with PCA. Using linear SVC, the gene combinations found above for the Williamson data were also tested on the nCounter data. Finally, all possible combinations of 1, 2, and 3 of the 46 genes were tested using linear SVC to search for the most robust classifier. For design and testing of the nCounter CodeSet and acquisition of the nCounter data, see Supplementary Materials and Methods.
Normalized expression data for 442 patients with non-small cell lung cancer (12) were provided by Yang Xie (University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas, TX). Our exhaustive search algorithm was similarly applied to this dataset. First, the samples were filtered to include only those patients who had received chemotherapy. The samples were classified as chemo unresponsive (survival < 24 months, 27 samples) and chemoresponsive (survival > 48 months, 41 samples or survival > 60 months, 32 samples). The algorithm was used to test all the single (44,000) and the top 1,000 two-gene combinations (1,999,000) using SVC as in our original rhabdomyosarcoma studies. The top 100 three-gene combinations (1,313,400) and top 40 four-gene combinations (658,008) were also tested for classification efficiency.
Results
Two separate teams previously used transcriptome data from archived, freshly frozen specimens to develop complex gene classifiers that can discriminate fusion-positive from fusion-negative rhabdomyosarcoma (7, 9) . After recapitulating the PCA using the 50-gene Williamson F1/F2 classifier (Fig. 1A) , an exhaustive search algorithm using linear SVC was used to iterate among all the possible two-, three-, and four-gene combinations of the 50 genes to define a simpler classifier. Twenty-eight two-and three-gene combinations correctly classified at least 98% of the samples (Table  1 ; Fig. 2A and Supplementary Fig. S1 ). One persistent outlier ( Fig. 2A and Supplementary Figs . S1-S3A, green dot) harbored a recently described aberrant fusion involving the NCOA1 gene (13, 14) , and it consistently classified with the fusion-negative samples, as previously described (9) . The 630 four-gene combinations with classification efficiency of more than 99% (Supplementary Table S1 ) contained one of the three-gene combinations (Table 1) 61% of the time.
We then expanded our search for two-gene classifiers to all 54,613 genes in the microarray. We first limited our search to the 1,000,000 dyads formed by the 1,000 most differentially expressed genes from fusion-positive and fusion-negative samples, as determined by t test. Thirteen two-probe/gene combinations resulted in classification of more than 99% (Table 1;  Supplementary Table S2 and Supplementary Fig. S2 ), whereas 3,326 two-probe/gene combinations differentiated the fusionpositive from fusion-negative samples with >98% accuracy (Supplementary Table S2 ). Only 29 of the 704 genes found through the exhaustive search were present in the 50-gene Williamson metagene (Supplementary Table S3 ). We then leveraged a high-performance computing cluster to expand our search to all 1.5 billion possible gene dyads, identifying an additional set of discriminating gene pairs (Table 1; Supplementary Table S4 and Supplementary Fig. S3 ).
We validated these combinations using another publicly available rhabdomyosarcoma dataset (7) . PCA of this second set using the 50-gene Williamson classifier revealed good separation of the samples according to fusion status (Fig. 1B) . The top-scoring two-and three-gene combinations identified from the analysis of the Williamson data were tested ( Fig. 2B ; Table 1 and Supplementary Table S2) , and the classification scores ranged from 60.1% to 100%. Of these, 60 pairs yielded a classification of more than 98% in both datasets.
Because we substantially limited the number of class-defining analytes to just two transcripts, we considered whether certain pairs would discriminate fusion status using a lower throughput assay applied to formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) material. We chose the nCounter assay (NanoString) based on its capacity to accurately quantify rhabdomyosarcoma gene expression in FFPE material in which RNA integrity is substantially compromised (M. Wing and J. GastierFoster, unpublished data; Supplementary Fig. S4 ). We evaluated 16 embryonal and 11 alveolar rhabdomyosarcoma cases (Supplementary Table S5 ) using 46 genes from the Williamson F1/F2 metagenes (Supplementary Table S6 ). Of particular note, the histologic diagnoses in these cases were inaccurate as two "embryonal" tumors were fusion positive and three "alveolar" specimens lacked a detectable fusion. Despite low RNA concentration (30-500 ng/mL) and integrity (RIN avg 2.3, r ¼ 0.12), expression of the 46 signature genes was detected in each case (Supplementary Fig. S5B) . PCA of the nCounter data showed excellent separation of the fusion-positive and To validate our minimal classifiers in another unrelated dataset, we tested the best dyads and triads in an unpublished set of Affymetrix exon array data from 81 rhabdomyosarcoma samples of known fusion status (J.R. Anderson and T.J. Triche, unpublished data). PCA conducted using the Williamson F1/F2 metagenes confirmed complete separation of the samples (Fig.  1D) . As before, the best two-and three-gene classifiers were tested on the exon array data, yielding classification efficiencies of 97.5% to 100% ( Fig. 2D; Table 1 ).
Finally, to show the generalizability of our algorithm to quickly find simple classifiers, we applied it to a previously published lung cancer gene expression dataset (12) . We used our algorithm to test all the two-gene combinations in their ability to distinguish early death (<24 months) from long-term survival (>48 months) in patients who received chemotherapy. We found 21 two-gene combinations with classification efficiencies of at least 85% and a maximum efficiency of 88.1% (Table 2 and Supplementary Table S10 ). In addition, we used the most differentially expressed genes to test for the best three-, four-, and five-gene combinations and found a large number with the ability to distinguish the 2 groups with Research.
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Discussion
Clinical and histologic features used to classify tumors are only surrogates for the underlying biologic pathways driven by the expressed genes or noncoding RNAs. Tumor classification schemes based on clinical and histologic factors are appropriately being supplanted by those derived from gene expression and proteomic studies (15, 16) . In rhabdomyosarcoma, stratification by routine histology is being replaced by the detection of the PAX-FOXO1 fusion transcript (17, 18) . Such an approach would foster more personalized therapy if classification were based on molecular studies that robustly predict tumor behavior and clinical outcome.
Our findings indicate that as few as two genes can have high discriminatory power in defining molecular subsets within a type of cancer. We accomplished this by an exhaustive analysis of gene combinations from existing microarray-based gene expression data for rhabdomyosarcoma, and we validated our findings using 3 unrelated datasets, one of which represented substantially degraded RNA extracted from FFPE blocks. This last point highlights the fact that such an approach could be broadly applicable in the clinical setting. Because gene expression quantification using nCounter remains linear over a very large dynamic range (19) , the ratio of the normalized expression of two genes could be applied to a single patient. Our data suggest that (HOXC6, PIPOX) or (MAK16/RBM13, PIPOX) would be particularly good candidates, and we will test them prospectively. Whether an RNA-based approach would outperform immunohistochemical detection is an obvious question that we have yet to address. Previously, several groups showed that antibody-based detection of a limited number of proteins by immunohistochemistry had the potential to discern rhabdomyosarcoma subtypes (20) (21) (22) . We predict, though, that the marked specificity and highly quantitative nature of the nCounter assay will foster more robust classification.
We also recognize that our data show correlation between the expression of two or three genes and the expression of the PAX-FOXO1 fusion, the detection of which is already an accepted clinical test. Yet, although such a two-gene surrogate may not supplant a single analyte test, it may provide insight into tumor biology. For example, that we and others (9) observed the PAX3-NCOA1-containing rhabdomyosarcoma clustering with the fusion-negative cases raises the interesting question of whether its biology will more closely mimic fusionnegative tumors. As such, a two-gene surrogate may outperform fusion gene testing as a clinical test, as it would provide additional insight into tumor biology.
We have described several simple classifiers that can distinguish the fusion-positive from the fusion-negative rhabdomyosarcoma samples with very high efficiency, and it seems that these signatures are valid across several disparate datasets. Nevertheless, the problem remains of what to do with the patients whose results are close to the line and the signatures are unable to classify with certainty. This is indeed a problem for gene signatures in general, as very few are capable of classifying samples with 100% accuracy and precision. In some cases, another two-gene signature could be applied, whereas biologic validation may be required in others. Our algorithm facilitates the process of finding a second-line signature, because it has the ability to generate a large number of distinct signatures with high classification efficiencies. It is possible that either rhabdomyosarcoma as a tumor type or fusion status as a distinguishing characteristic is particularly amenable to this type of analysis, so to show that our approach is generalizable and this is not simply a rare example where our approach worked, we further tested our algorithm on a lung cancer dataset to distinguish survival. Although these gene signatures would need to be validated to prove their clinical usage, we were merely using it here to show that our algorithm can enhance discovery by quickly finding simple classifiers for any dataset.
We have shown that a relatively simple but exhaustive algorithm can be applied to a large set of signature genes to identify a minimal set with great discriminatory power. Although it is tempting to merely ascribe "biomarker" status to these gene pairs, it is possible, in fact likely, that these gene combinations reveal underlying biologic connections that can reveal interconnected pathways important in the generation and maintenance of cancer. By finding small numbers of genes that can be used to classify samples, we provide a method for simplifying complex classifiers, enabling their use for clinical applications. We plan on developing this into open source software that would enable other groups to apply a similar approach to their data. Furthermore, analysis could be offered as a service on a high-performance computing web-based platform for general use. Software and related information will be available at http://exhaustive.msvalidator.org.
